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THE CHIEF ENGINEERS
ASSOCIATION OF CHICAGOLAND
01/20/2021
TESTING & BALANCING
COVID-19
HVAC ENERGY ENGINEERING AND OPTIMIZATION
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LANCE ROCK
UNIBES INC

PRINCIPAL AND INVENTOR OF PATENTED
HVAC BUILDING INFECTIOUS DISEASE &
ENERGY EFFICIENCY TECHNOLOGIES.
CERTIFICATIONS:
CEM, CRM, CEA, PEM, NEMI,
CXA, LEED, AABC TBE, TABB,
INFRARED ANALYST LEVEL III,
VIBRATION ANALYST LEVEL I.
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Patents and Certifications explained
3.0 Current Patents for:
HVAC Building Infectious Disease &
Energy Efficiency Technologies
4th Patent in Development (DX)

CERTIFICATIONS & ACRONYMS DEFINED
CEM = CERTIFIED ENERGY MANAGER (AEE)
CRM = CARBON REDUCTION MANAGER (AEE)
CEA = CERTIFIED ENERGY AUDITOR (AEE)
PEM = PROFESSIONAL ENERGY MANAGER (UNIBES)
NEMI = NATIONAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE (SMWIA)
CXA = CERTIFIED COMMISSIONING AUTHORITY (AABC / WASHINGTON DC)
AABC TBE = ASSOCIATED AIR BALANCE COUNCIL TEST AND BALANCE ENGINEER (WASHINGTON DC)
TABB = TESTING AND BALANCING BUREAU (SMWIA)
LEED.

INFRARED ANALYST LEVEL III. (FLIR)

VIBRATION ANALYST LEVEL I. (ENTEK IRD)
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Current Patents
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OWNER OF UNIBES INC
Software development for: AUDIT MASTER PRO Software (AMP)
Building HVAC Energy Optimization and Certification
Building HVAC Infectious Disease Compliance Certification
Testing and Balancing Certification

Currently I’m an instructor for:
TRITON College / IUOE 399
College OF DuPage
Certifier for UniBES - Testing and Balancing - Energy Efficiency –
Building Infectious Disease Control
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HVAC Infectious Disease
and Energy Efficiency
Compliant
Building Plaque
First Bronze plaque awarded
to
One O’Hare Center
Rosemont Illinois
Chief Building Engineer
IUOE 399 Guy Monzel
Plaque: 30” Round @ 106 lbs.
Complies with CDC, WHO,
ASHRAE & OSHA
Guidelines
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UniBES LLC
Developed Software
Exclusively for Buildings.
Software has Automated
Report Generation and HVAC
Systems Analysis
System is specific for
Air & Hydronic Balancing
Energy Auditing
Energy Optimization
HVAC Infectious Disease
Energy Auditing and Building
Certification with Plaque
Award

We are currently converting our IP / Standard formulae’s and results platform
into an optional selection for an SI / Metric platform
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AMP Software has sections
where a specific
BOMA Members
The primary term BOMA is
used for a group that software
is specifically focused
Specifically covering the
BOMA Acronym
Building Owners
Building Managers
Plus
Building Engineers
Architects
Professional Engineers (PE)
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AMP Software is built in-house
with a team of code writers
that have been developing the
software since its inception.
Emergency software support is
in house and support is
available 24/365
AMP Software Validates every
process
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AMP Software
Is organized
Maintains everything internally
from all project documents
Plans - Prints – Specifications
Pictures, etc.
Covered by 3 separate server
banks with Load Balancers to
maintain conditioned software
operation
Software is “Free” to the
BOMA listed Members on
slide # 8
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Currently our Patented Processes infused into AMP’s Software has been involved in
discussions with Commonwealth Edison regarding potential
Rebates when utilizing our process
Current discussions are with a representative for Commonwealth Edison and being handled by Clear Energy

Our Patented Processes and Software are licensed to outside sources and under
strict quality control.
AMP Software has our patented processes embedded internally and licensed to:
BOMA Members, Building Engineers, Building Managers, Architects, Energy Contractors
Professional Engineers (PE’s), Test and Balance Contractors, Mechanical Contractors and
General Contractors looking to deploy HVAC energy optimization for buildings worldwide
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My goal with this presentation is to bring immediate
added value to the Building Engineers watching
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My approach is to let you walk away with something you
can use in your building(s) that is in real time while
providing you the logic, formulae’s, and examples to help
you implement them
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Testing and Balancing always goes hand in hand with:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HVAC and Building Energy Conservation
Direct Utility Costs, Savings & Waste
Space / Tenant Comfort
Industrial Processes & Temperature Control
Infectious Building Control associated with “Life Safety”

• “Life Safety” By controlling MERSA, TB, Nuclear/Pharmaceutical Contamination
and now the exceptionally challenging
Covid-19 Pandemic
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Testing and Balancing is not just the the adjustment of dampers & valves
or the setting up of fans and pumps in relation to project plans and
specifications
Testing and Balancing is thinking out of the box, identifying project
engineering mistakes or oversights, mechanical installation errors and
shortcomings while following them to a conclusion
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Testing and Balancing is working with the Building
Engineers to help get Tenants, Employees and their Visitors
back into the buildings during this COVID-19 Pandemic
which maintains a revenue stream for the Building Owner
and job security for the Building Staff
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COVID-19 has changed how a building operates
Increased operating costs with extra staff to maintain infectious cleanliness
Costs for chemicals and specialty supplies to maintain infectious cleanliness
Increased HVAC costs with options/modifications to add UV, Ionization and MERV 13 Filtration
Cost to maintain the designed outside airflow or additional cost to increase the buildings ACH’s
Increasing the buildings outside air/ACH’s can be accomplished at minimal to no
additional cost if approached from an energy conservation & optimization mind set
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The priority for all Buildings is getting back the confidence of the
Building’s Tenants, Employees,Visitors, Prospective Tenants to rent or return
Anyone returning wants the assurance that the buildings management
has done everything possible to meet the prescribed recommendations made by the
CDC, WHO, ASHRAE and OSHA
to make a building as safe as possible to protect them from
the current COVID-19 Pandemic and
Buildings will need to maintain this Label for years to come
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As mentioned in the previous slide
everyone who wants to return to any building is looking for the confidence to return
Majority of the people have no idea what this confidence encompasses
With so many recommended remedies and minimal positive results

COVID-19 hasn’t slowed down, it’s constantly breaking records with new cases or worse
Surface cleaning was the number one priority when the pandemic started
it’s been now identified the virus is passed primarily through/by respiratory means
Filtration via MERV 13, Ionization and UV has been challenged as a viable solution
Each has either a shortcoming, their own health risks or issues if implemented
You’ll see shortly
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What has been the number one prescribed means to maintain a healthier building
to minimize the transmission of the COVID-19 Virus?
Answer: Elevating the buildings ACH’s has maintained top position as the preferred means to
maintain the healthiest building possible
but it’s the most avoided due to assumed elevated utility costs with increased outside air
A buildings HVAC outside air ventilation rate can be substantially increased with minimal to
lower utility cost rates if the proper
energy conservation and energy optimization measures are implemented
Flushing a building with increased outside air, via the buildings HVAC’s ventilation systems does
reduce the the potential of transmitting the COVID Virus which has been scientifically validated
accepted and continuously recommended by CDC, WHO, ASHRAE and OSHA
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Steps to begin creating a legitimately healthier building interior environment:
Retro-commission the buildings HVAC Ventilation and Heat Transfer Systems
Identify actual HVAC system fluid flows, heat transfer and energy consumption
Incorporate ECM’s which present the greatest energy efficiency and lowest utility operating costs
Optimize the buildings HVAC heat transfer systems with a 1.0% of error or less
* Increase the Outside Air Ventilation Rate without loosing building comfort & energy efficiency
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Testing and Balancing encompasses adjustment of fluid flows with
the full understanding of energy conservation and optimization.
Testing and Balancing is responsible for
reducing the building’s
Watts per Sq/Ft and/or
Heating BTU/h per Sq/Ft
And reduced kW/hrs. & Therms billed.
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Have you rated your building with like buildings near you?
Ratings are based on a square footage basis for a normalized comparison
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS ENERGY CONSUMPTION SURVEY (CBECS)
CBECS COMPARISON RATING
WHERE DO YOU RATE?
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According to the U.S. Department of Energy, July 2020,
the average number of kilowatt hours per square foot for
a commercial building is approximately 22.5 kWh
The average cost of utilities for commercial buildings is
$2.10 per square foot
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Let’s get started
with understanding the first steps to
Testing and Balancing
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Testing and Balancing

Air and Hydronic systems start off with ensuring the
systems balancing dampers & valves are wide open
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Having everything wide open
prevents balancing your systems against
adverse system static or hydraulic head pressure
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The term “Box”
And the acronyms for
Variable Air Volume (VAV)
and
Fan Powered Box (FPB)
will be universally used throughout this presentation
Referenced as either VAV’s and FPB’s directly
or simply described as “Box” for a shorter means of reference
The term “Box” is universally accepted in the HVAC industry
when used in context and discussing VAV & FPB “Box” systems
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Next step is to read out the air or hydronics systems
To find the sum of the total system fluid flow(s)
and compare it to the sum of the required flow
Identify the key Terminal such as the least flowing
diffuser, coil, along with the least flowing
VAV or FPB Box
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The systems least fluid flowing terminal, along with the
systems least fluid flowing VAV/FPB would be considered the
key terminal & key Box

The key device is based on percentage of actual flow versus design flow, not just
the lowest flowing terminal or VAV/FPB
Example, a terminal or box with 95 cfm actual versus 100 cfm required
= 95%
A terminal or box with 180 cfm actual versus 200 cfm required
= 90%
90% or the terminal flowing 180 cfm would be the key terminal or box
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The process on how to calculate motor BHP
is in the later part of this presentation
Should increasing the fan or pump motor(s) be necessary you will:
Calculate the Fan or Pump motors Brake Horsepower (BHP)
to see if there’s available Horsepower (HP) to increase fluid flows
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At this point you would go to the systems
AHU Fan(s) or Pump(s)
and make the necessary adjustments
(increasing or decreasing fluid flows)
to begin setting up the primary fluid moving device(s)
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Typically, you set a Fan system up to deliver +5% to + 10%
fluid flow cfm as compared to the required cfm flow
The system will slowly cascade down in terms of total fluid flow
delivered as you begin converting system fluid flow into system
static head during the balancing of your terminal devices
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When balancing a hydronic pumping system
You’ll set your Pump system to deliver +2.5% to + 5.0%
fluid flow gpm as compared to the required gpm flow
This system will also slowly cascade down in terms of total fluid flow
delivered as you begin converting system fluid flow into
system hydraulic head during the balancing of your terminal devices
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It’s recommended you understand a specific type of balancing style and
process called “Proportional Balancing”
(Lightly discuss)

It’s explained in the Test and Balance Manual and used for training by
IUOE 399 Training Institute
or
You can look up reference material via the Web.
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Proportional Balancing
Accolades and Caveats
It’s considered ideal due to its proportional rewards
and limited number of times you must visit terminal devices

Caveat: It does have its hidden pitfalls
Don’t let rogue terminal devices or boxes dictate your overall balance
(Lightly discuss)

This is where understanding duct and piping velocities can rescue your
test and balance project from any pitfalls
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Check your systems Fan and Motor components
Identify if the motor and fan pulleys are in good shape and aligned properly
Don’t align using crude methods (eye, string, straight edge) use a laser
Check the belt(s) for any signs of excessive wear (cracks, exposed webbing)
Look around the base of the pulleys for belt shavings/dust
Check that belt tension is properly adjusted/set
Validate the motor base/frame is square to the fan pulley & fan shaft
Validate the motor frame hold down and adjusting bolts are properly tightened
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Check your systems Filters
Identify if your filters are in good shape, clean,
void of any gaps that would allow unfiltered air to bypass the filters
If the filters are disposable slide in with cardboard framing, tape the seams
It makes prevents airflow from filter bypassing and makes filter removal easy

Ensure side filter blank off filler pieces are in place and secure
Check your O/A & E/A expanded metal or bird screening for debris
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Check your O/A, R/A & E/A Dampers are equal to 100%
Identify if your dampers are starving your system
O/A and R/A dampers should always equal 100% in terms of visual damper positioning
If your O/A damper is visually open 30%, then your R/A damper should be visually at 70% open to = 100%
If your R/A damper is visually open 55%, then your O/A damper should be visually at 45% open to = 100%

You can’t deliver what you can’t return or draw into your fan(s)
Validate you E/A Damper is opening or modulating accordingly
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Adjusting your temporary Motor Pulley for design fluid flow
Remember, adjustable pulleys are for initial balancing and must be replaced with
fixed sheaves/pulleys when balancing is completed
Adjustable pulleys wear improperly because they are very malleable
Belts tend to fail in 1/5th the expected lifetime

(Other factors can shorten a belts life – Excessive heat, improper pulley alignment, etc.)

Identify your required Fan RPM when balancing is completed
and calculate the fixed motor pulley and belts for final fan operation
(Fan RPM / Motor RPM) x Fan PD = Motor PD Required
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Adjusting your temporary motor pulley for design fluid flow
The larger the motor pulley becomes the faster the fan rotates
So, the inverse is true, the smaller the fan pulley becomes the faster the fan rotates
Motor shafts can have measurements in the 1/8ths and never the 1/16ths
Fan shafts can have measurements in the 1/16ths and never the 1/8ths
Providing nobody cut a special shaft on a lathe and didn’t follow industry standard rules

Why is this good to know?
If somebody comes to you after taking fan and motor shaft measurements in the field and
provide 1/16ths for a motor or 1/8ths for a fan, you’ll know they made a mistake
Motor SF’s are a temporary operational value/point,
not to be used or mistaken for an acceptable lifetime operational value
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Once you’re done balancing your buildings HVAC system(s)

Record nameplate rated motor volts, amps, rpm’s, frame, eff and pf
Record final motor volts and amps
Motor starter information (starter mfg., size, heaters & ratings)
Motor and Fan RPM’s
Filter and belt quantity and sizes (Primarily fan systems only)
Fan system components Static Pressures (SP’s)
Actual fluid flows and its % as compared to the designed fluid flows
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Let’s jump into
Energy Savings that will be immediately
reflected in coming months utility billings
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Testing & Balancing
is directly involved with
Phenomenal Energy Savings
or
Excessive Energy Waste
Let’s begin saving energy with
*VFD/PWM MAGIC*
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Semantics’

VFD: (Variable Frequency Drive)
PWM: (Pulse Width Modulation)
VFD is PWM <> just as <> PWM is VFD
We’ll use the acronym VFD from here on out
VFD’s
You save immediate Energy (kW’s), Fuel (Nat Gas) & associated utility costs
the minute you understand how to properly dial in your
fan and pump motors VFD’s for optimal system operation
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Formulae’s are written using 1’s (One’s) & 2’s (Two’s)
𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝟏𝟏 Represents the “Actual” or “Known”

𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻𝑻 𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵𝑵 𝟐𝟐 Represents the “Required” or “Looking for”
Example: { 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 9,600 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 2 / 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 12,000 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 1 } x 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 1,000 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅1 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2
Solve for 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2

Re-written: { 9,6002 / 12,0001 } x 10001 = 8002

What percent RPM are we slowing are fan to: 800 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2 / 1000 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅1 = .80 or 80% (100% Speed - 80% Speed = 20% Reduction in Speed)
Or we can also look at it as we are slowing the fan down 20% (* Remember this value)
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How are we going to save money?
It’s naturally understood slowing a motor down saves money
How are the savings calculated to see if it’s worth doing?
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VFD’s installed on motors save energy using the powers of ^3
The Cube of the Sum
{𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆}3

The Sum can be a combination of system fluids & motor/fan speeds
{𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝟐𝟐 / 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪𝟏𝟏 }𝟑𝟑

<>

Examples:

{𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝟐𝟐 / 𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝑮𝟏𝟏 }𝟑𝟑

{𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽 % 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝟐𝟐 / 𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽 % 𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝑺𝟏𝟏 }𝟑𝟑

<>

<>

{𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝟐𝟐 / 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝟏𝟏 }𝟑𝟑

{𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽 𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝟐𝟐 / 𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽𝑽 𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯𝟏𝟏 }𝟑𝟑
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Let’s use a real-world motor and keep it simple by using 10’s and 100’s
Let’s get the data from a typical 100.0 HP Baldor/Reliance Motor
Nameplate data will be provided to the right on the next slide
Specific and pertinent motor data will be copied from the nameplate
data and put to the left
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BALDOR-RELIANCE
100 HP @ 1785 RPM
Rated: 460 volts @ 112amps
95.4 Eff & 87.0 PF
Constants:
1.732 ( 3𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃)
745.69 Watts/HP
Let’s calculate the Motor Brake Horsepower (BHP)
(1.732 𝑥𝑥 460 𝑥𝑥 112 𝑥𝑥 .954 𝑥𝑥 .87)
745.69

= 99.31 (∆ = .69)

Find for Exact BHP, Very Important Remember this Formulae Below

( 100 𝑥𝑥 745.69 )
= .835 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
( 1.732 𝑥𝑥 460 𝑥𝑥 112 )
( 1.732 𝑥𝑥 460 𝑥𝑥 112 𝑥𝑥 .835 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 )
745.69

= 100.0
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Motor Watts converted to kW’s are calculated
100 HP Rated: 460 volts @ 112amps
Constants:
1.732 ( 𝟑𝟑𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷)
Base life hours of motors rated = 60,000 Hours
1.732 constant x 460 nameplate volts x 112 nameplate amps = 89,232.64 Watts / 1,000 = 89.23264 kW/hrs.
Building Schedule:
M-F = 12 Hrs. day x 5 Days Week x 52 Weeks = 3,120 Hours (COVID-19 Schedule)
Sat = 10 Hrs. day x 52 Weeks = 520.0 Hours (COVID-19 Schedule)
Sun = 6 Hrs. day x 52 Weeks = 312.0 Hours (COVID-19 Schedule)
Total Hours = 3,952.0 Hours
3,952 Hours x 89.23264 kW’s/hr. x $.10 kW/hr. = $35,265.00 (Adjust at rate other than $.10 kW/hr.)
$35,265.00 Year to operate
60,000 Motor Life Hours / 3,952 Hours/Yr. = 15.18 Motor Life Years (Doesn’t matter if it’s stretched to 20 Years > Cost based on 60,000 Hours)

Cost to operate this motor for 60,000 Hours = $35,265 x 15.18 Years = $535,323.00 Dollars
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Next go from 60.0 Hz or100% Speed down to 48.0 Hz (60 x .8) or 80% Speed
Now we use the powers of 3 or the Cube^3 of the Sum
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 100 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 @ 20% 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

80% 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 3
=
100% 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

.512% BHP = 51.2% BHP Reduction Rate

51.2% BHP Reduction Rate is in direct correlation with the cost per kW/HP/BHP

Prior operation @ 100% Speed @ 100 HP = $35,265.00 Annual /Year to operate
Prior operation @ 60,000 Motor Life Hours = $535,323.00 Dollars
Reduced operation @ 80% Speed @ 51.2 HP = ($35,265.00 annually x .512%) = $18,056.00 annual cost @ 80% Speed
Prior operation @ 60,000 Motor Life Hours ($535,323.00 life x .512%) = $274,085.00 Lifetime operational cost @ 80% Speed
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Previous slide continued
$35,265.00 Annual Cost @ 100% Speed - $18,056.00 Annual Cost @ 80% Speed
= $17,209.00 Annual Savings
60,000 Motor Life Hours Savings = $535,323.00 Annual Cost @ 100% Speed - $274,085.00 Annual Cost @ 80% Speed
= $261,238.00 Motor Lifetime Savings

*Now with the COVID-19 Pandemic, many Buildings have increased their operational run times*
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If we had used a 10.0 HP Motor operating at an actual
10.0 BHP for our example and we reduced the speed of
the motor by 20%
What would this 10.0 Motor BHP have calculated out to
be operating at?
You don’t need a calculator for this answer.
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Answer: 10.0 BHP x .512% or 51.2% =
5.12 BHP
Simplicity is why I use 10.0 HP & 100.0 HP as my examples
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What would the savings be if we had a 30.0 HP motor
operating @ 30 BHP and reduced the VFD speed 10%
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 30.0 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 @ 10% 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

72.9% BHP Reduction

90% 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 3
100% 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

= .729% =

30.0 BHP x .729% Reduction Rate = 21.87 Operating BHP
5% Speed Reduction = .857% Reduction Rate x 30.0 BHP = 25.7 Operating BHP
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These savings can begin happening today and it primarily begins at the BAS Computer
The low hanging fruit in terms of Energy Conservation Measures (ECM’s) and savings was considered a buildings lighting
Immediate savings were found by replacing incandescent bulbs with LED bulbs and compact fluorescent lamps
This ECM was a major expenditure and expected savings was to occur within the 40% to 60 % of the Lighting utility cost
The other 60% to 40% cost was accepted as the buildings HVAC systems utility cost
We’ll go with an averaged 50% previous lighting cost and the other 50% being the buildings HVAC systems operating costs
Note: If Natural Gas Heating was part of a buildings design, it wasn’t considered in the equation/assumption mentioned above
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Savings found in the HVAC BAS Fan SP & Pumping Differential Set-Points
Elevated utility energy cost is directly associated with HVAC Fans and Pumps that deliver combined Fluid Flows and Pressures

Fans and Pumps that flow fluid only with minimal to no pressure carry a low utility energy cost
(See Next Slide)
Fans and Pumps that develop pressure only with minimal to no fluid flows carry a low utility energy cost
(See Next Slides)
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AS STATED,
“ELEVATED UTILITY ENERGY
COST IS DIRECTLY ASSOCIATED
WITH HVAC FANS AND PUMPS
THAT DELIVER COMBINED FLUID
FLOWS AND PRESSURES”

Fans and Pumps that flow fluid
only with minimal to no
pressure carry a low utility
energy cost
See CFM & HP data to the Right >
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AS STATED,
“ELEVATED UTILITY ENERGY COST IS DIRECTLY ASSOCIATED WITH HVAC FANS AND PUMPS THAT DELIVER COMBINED FLUID FLOWS AND
PRESSURES”

Fans and Pumps that develop pressure only with minimal to no fluid flows carry a low utility energy cost

Pressure
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HVAC BAS Fan SP & Pumping Differential Set-Points

How were your buildings HVAC VAV & Differential Set-Points determined?

Excellent question
What’s your answer?
Let’s see some possibilities…..
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Normal Responses:
•

It’s the previous set-points that the previous Building Engineer was operating the systems with before I got there

 It’s the previous set-points that I used when I operated my prior building
 It’s the set-points given to me by the design engineer (PE) at the time the HVAC system was built/installed
 It’s the set-points used by a building like mine
 It’s the set-points that were listed on the plans by the HVAC design engineer
 I have no idea
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Correct Responses
 It’s the set-points established by the test and balance contractor(s) setting up the systems
 It’s the set-points established/developed by our in-house Building Engineer Balancer
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Reducing your Energy Costs and never leaving your BAS/CPU

 Call/Command all system VAV’s, CAV’s (already there), and FPB’s to maximum design flow/cfm
 Ensure you maintain steady state in terms of O/A & R/A dampers, return fan(s), and supply fan(s)
 Once the system is at steady state and the VAV system stops modulating record and/or calculate:
a) Actual 3 Phase Volts and Amps
b) Calculate actual Watts & kW’s/Hr. used
c) Calculate actual operating Brake Horsepower (BHP)
d) VFD % Speed or Hz
e) Actual Fan SP and note the current SP Set-point
f) Fan RPM if applicable (Not necessary, just a great reference)
•
•
•

Note all the damper positions of all the VAV’s, CAV’s, and FPB’s
Make special note for approximately 5 of the boxes that are nearest the open position
If any boxes are found to be 100% wide-open the static pressure is too low unless system diversity
is involved
• Continued
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Reducing your Energy Costs and never leaving your BAS/CPU

•

After noting the boxes and their open positions, begin reducing the static pressure via the VFD

•

Continue reducing the static pressure until the worst-case box, which will not be identified as the
key box has its damper position approximately 98% to 99% open and under control

•

Note a box damper position at 100% wide-open is considered out of control. If system diversity is
not part of the equation, this condition is detrimental to Energy Savings

•

If a system is designed without diversity and boxes are found to be wide-open, it is recommended
you increase the static pressure without exceeding the systems rated brake horsepower

•

This seems to be intuitively a costly measure and the inverse of an ECM, but in fact it is the
proper ECM to implement because it will reduce runtime of HVAC heating and cooling systems,
chillers, DX, Boilers, and electric resistance heating
Explained
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Reducing your Energy Costs and never leaving your BAS/CPU

 Once the system is at the “Design Static Pressure Set-Point” record and/or calculate:
a) Actual 3 Phase Volts and Amps
b) Calculate actual Watts & kW’s/Hr. used
c) Calculate actual operating Brake Horsepower (BHP)
d) VFD % Speed or Hz
e) Actual Fan SP
f) New SP Set-point
g) Fan RPM if applicable (Not necessary, just a great reference)
•
•
•

Calculate what percentage brake horsepower/BHP you saved this system after fine tuning the SP
Set-Point for this system
Calculate your actual Watts
Calculate the energy savings using the powers of Three^3
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 ? 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 @ ? % 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 =

? % 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 3
=
? % 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

% BHP Reduction Rate
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The next 3 slides are compacted with data, this is
needed to keep the story line together and allow
everyone to follow my work with minimal drift
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HVAC BUILDING DESIGN & BUILDING ENGINEERS
THE NEED TO KNOW AND VALIDATE DESIGN
WITH REASONABLE CONFIDENCE & ASSURITY
Trusted Commercial Buildings Rules of Thumb (ROT):
1.0 CFM per Sq/Ft
400 CFM/Ton
Constants with no give:
500 (8.33 Lbs./Gal x 60 min)
12,000 BTUh/Ton of Refrigeration (Heat of Absorption evaporator)
15,000 BTUh/Ton of Refrigeration (Heat of Rejection condenser (HOC, Bearing Heat, Motor Heat, etc.) )
Constants with give:
2.5 GPM/Ton Evaporator (2.5 gpm x 500 const x 9.6 ΔT) = 12,000 BTU/h (gpm & ΔT move)
3.0 GPM/Ton Condenser (3.0 gpm x 500 const x 10.0 ΔT) = 15,000 BTU/h (gpm & ΔT move)
15,000 HOR / 12,000 HOA = 1.25 = HOR = 25% additional BTU/h to remove HOC, Bearing Heat, Motor Heat, etc.
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HVAC BUILDING DESIGN & BUILDING ENGINEERS
KEEPING IT SIMPLE WITH 10’s & 1,000’s
A space is 10,000 Sq/Ft
The space is fed with by an AHU fan which has a chilled water coil
The chiller has the associated chilled water & condenser water pump sending water to the AHU & tower
The balance report states everything meets design flow per the print's airflow and hydronically
The space can’t maintain design room temperature set-point

The building engineer reads the spaces air flows, notices the supply and room diffusers aren’t proportionally balanced
The supply airflow totals 8,100 cfm
The chilled water for the AHU feeding the space totaled 53.0 gpm
The chillers condenser water flow totaled 61.5 gpm
So is everything good?
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Rules and Constants

Trusted Commercial Buildings Rules of Thumb:
1.0 CFM per Sq/Ft
400 CFM/Ton
Constants with no give:
500 (8.33 Lbs./Gal x 60 min)
12,000 BTUh/Ton of Refrigeration (Heat of Absorption evaporator)
15,000 BTUh/Ton of Refrigeration (Heat of Rejection condenser (HOC, Bearing Heat, Motor Heat, etc.) )
Constants with give:
2.5 GPM/Ton Evaporator (2.5 gpm x 500 const x 9.6 ΔT) = 12,000 BTU/h (gpm & ΔT move)
3.0 GPM/Ton Condenser (3.0 gpm x 500 const x 10.0 ΔT) = 15,000 BTU/h (gpm & ΔT move)

Space is 10,000 Sq/Ft
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Story Line

Calculations
Results

The building engineer reads the spaces air flows, notices the supply and room diffusers aren’t proportionally balanced
Building Engineer read the space airflow total - The supply airflow totaled 8,100 cfm
Building Engineer read the chilled water coil flow - The chilled water for the AHU feeding the space totaled 53.0 gpm
Building Engineer read the condenser water coil flow - The condenser water flow totals 61.5 gpm
Let’s do the math
10,000 Sq/Ft / 1.0 CFM per Sq/Ft (ROT) = 10,000 CFM Required
10,000 CFM Req / 400 CFM/Ton (ROT) = 25.0 Tons Cooling Required
Chilled Water Required = 25.0 Tons x 2.5 GPM w/9.6 ΔT = 62.5 GPM Chilled Water Required
Condenser Water Required = 25.0 Tons x 3.0 GPM w/10.0 ΔT = 75 GPM Condenser Water Required

10,000 CFM Required – 8,100 CFM Actual = 1,900 cfm short / 400 cfm/ton = 4.75 Tons Short x 12,000 BTU/h = 57,000 BTU/h Starved
62.5 GPM Chilled Water Required – 53.0 GPM Actual = 9.5 GPM Short / 2.5 GPM/Ton = 3.8 Tons Short x 12,000 BTU/h = 45,600 BTU/h Starved
75.0 GPM Condenser Water Required – 61.5 GPM Actual = 13.5 GPM Short / 3.0 GPM/Ton = 4.5 Tons Short x 15,000 BTU/h = 67,500 BTU/h Starved

The space will operate at best (using largest deficit) 25.0 tons Required – 4.75 Tons Airflow = 20.25 Tons Maximum = 20.25/Tons Actual / 25.0 Tons/Req = 81% of Design

Summary

You’re going to remain Hot/Uncomfortable once you go above 80+ Degrees Outside = 80+ = Another calculation using Sensible Heat factor
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Any Questions?
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Thank You for Attending
Lance Rock
UniBES Inc
Office: (630) 790-4940
Cell: (630) 514-8831
lancerock@comcast.net
www.unibesllc.com
2100 Manchester Road, Wheaton, IL 60187

